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Abstract

Chatter bots are software programs that engage in artificial conversations through

a text-based input medium. They are extensively deployed in customer service

applications. Existing approaches to artificial conversation generation empha-

size grammatical and linguistic modeling techniques. They focus on generation

of discrete sentence-level utterances. These approaches perform poorly in con-

versational situations with contextual continuity over a series of utterances.

Natural conversations are processes that adhere to well-defined conventional

semantics and are contextually grounded in domain-specific knowledge. We

present an approach that combines pragmatic semantics with content semantics

to generate artificial conversations in the customer service domain. We also

present a specific set of evaluation criteria for evaluating the quality of artifi-

cial conversations in the customer service domain. We compare bot generated

artificial conversations with human generated natural conversations in this do-

main. Our evaluation criteria include both subjective and objective metrics.

We use Grice’s maxims front the theory of pragmatics for some of our metrics.

Our subjective metrics are evaluated by a panel of judges. We also present an

analysis of the relationships between the metrics and the quality of artificial

conversations.
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1. Introduction

Many businesses have capitalized on the growth of text-based chat as a

medium of communication and implemented their customer support operations

through chat interfaces. Existing and potential customers chat with customer

service representatives and resolve their customer service issues or seek informa-5

tion about the business’ products and services. Analysts predict that by 2015,

at least 50% of customer service will be performed by chatter bots, resulting in

cost reductions of up to 20% and increased loyalty (Gartner, 2012).

One of the earliest conversational architectures was the GUS (Genial Under-

stander System) (Bobrow et al., 1977), a virtual agent helping a customer make10

reservations. While the system worked well on handling airline reservations,

it wasn’t particularly intelligent. It could handle only a very restricted set of

questions, and the domain knowledge of the question-answer sequence had be

encoded exactly in the frame in the same order in which the questions would be

asked.15

The GALAXY Communicator system at MIT (Seneff et al., 1998; Polifroni

and Seneff, 2000) is a client-server architecture for communicating online in-

formation like weather and flight information, and consists of database access,

speech synthesizer, speech recognizer, and a language understanding engine. It

has achieved good results in travel reservation domain, and is available as an20

API to build an end to end system (Polifroni and Seneff, 2000). It can handle a

very sophisticated range of conversations ranging from yes-no questions to an-

swering complex queries (Filisko and Seneff, 2003). But it is not set up to build

the knowledge base using facts, only in terms of anticipated questions (Filisko

and Seneff, 2003).25

The DARPA Communicator project (Levin et al., 2000) was an initiative to

support advanced conversational capabilities including negotiation, plan opti-
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mization, and complex explanations. Some metrics used to evaluate the system

were the number of error messages, the mean system turn duration, the mean

user turn duration, the number of system words to task end, the number of user30

words to task end, the mean response latency, and the total duration of task

(Walker et al., 2000).

The Bayesian Receptionist at Microsoft Inc (Horvitz and Paek, 2000), em-

ployed a set of Bayesian user models to interpret the goals of speakers given

evidence gleaned from a natural language parse of their utterances. Multiple35

levels also allowed for the establishment of common ground (Clark, 1996) about

uncertainties at each level. Paek and Horovitz (Paek and Horvitz, 2000) then

demonstrated how conversations could be modeled as an inference and decision

making problem under uncertainty.

State tracking is an important task in management of dialog systems. Sev-40

eral belief based state tracking architectures handle this problem using stochas-

tic methods. These include generative and discriminative models (Deng et al.,

2013). Some specialized techniques leverage dialogue structure in specific con-

text to improve accuracy by encoding speech recognition patterns (Metallinou

et al., 2013). Neural networks have also been used for deep-learning solutions45

to this problem (Henderson et al., 2013). Partially Observable Markov Deci-

sions Processes (POMDPs) have also been used to model conversations. They

improve upon traditional conversational systems in that they can better handle

ambiguity from changing domains (Gasic et al., 2013). Reinforcement learning

techniques have also been used for this problem. (Rieser and Lemon, 2013)50

Modern chatter bots implementations can effectively leverage computational

linguistics techniques like semantic parsing (O’Shea et al., 2009b) and sentiment

analysis (Whitehead and Cavedon, 2010). Contemporary chatter bots perform

very effectively in question-answer settings and other similar utterance-exchange

pair settings, where the context of the conversation are independent from one55

exchange to the next (Mauldin, 1994; Saygin and Ciceklib, 2002; Chakrabarti

and Luger, 2012). However, they perform poorly in conversational situations

where a specific context is maintained through a series of several utterance-
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exchange pairs. Existing customer service chatter bots are able to handle FAQ-

type queries, but are unable to handle contexts that require a short conversation60

(Chakrabarti and Luger, 2012; Chakrabarti, 2014). Also, most chatter bot im-

plementations focus on just one of content modeling or conversation semantics,

or sub-aspects of these, or incorporate both of them together without making

an explicit distinction. They do not make an explicit distinction to modeling

the content required for the conversation and the semantics inherent in the65

conversation process.

We present models for generating text chat-based artificial conversations

by combining content semantics with pragmatic semantics. Our conversations

are restricted to the customer service domain. We learn the parameters of

our models from a corpus of customer service conversation logs of an online70

electronic trading portal.

2. Corpus of Conversations

We used a corpus of chat transcripts between a human customer and a

human customer service agent working for an online electronic trading portal.

The corpus consisted of 2,886 distinct conversations. Each conversation was in75

the form of an Excel file and was clearly demarcated by a unique conversation

identifier.

In each conversation, the utterances were marked by who was delivering it,

either the customer or the customer service agent. An utterance is everything

that is said by either the customer or the representative in a single turn. It80

consists of one for more sentences. We assume that each utterance belongs to a

single context.

A series of successive utterance pairs on the same context constitutes a con-

versation. The shortest conversation had 5 distinct utterances. The longest

conversation had 82 distinct utterances. The median was 26 utterances and the85

average was around 22 utterances. The utterances were mostly interleaved, i.e.,

alternating between the customer and the representative. Most of the conversa-
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tions were related to single context. The conversations that were not interleaved

and related to more than one context were not analyzed.

3. Models for Artificial Conversations90

Figure 1: Overview of architecture

We generate artificial conversations through the interaction of pragmatic

semantics, implemented by a conversation engine, and content semantics, im-

plemented by a knowledge engine. Essentially, the knowledge engine models the

what to say aspect of the conversations, and the conversation engine models

the how to say it aspect of the conversation. A separate chat interface module95

interacts directly with the human and performs lower level pre-processing tasks

as shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Content Semantics Modelling

The knowledge engine models the content semantics of the conversation. The

two main content defining characteristics are the domain-specific information100

about the subject matter being discussed and the particular speech act being

adhered to. We use the following speech acts identified from the corpus. The

first 5 are from Searle’s illocutionary speech act (Searle, 1969, 1975), while the

last one is a dialog act (Stolcke et al., 2000) defined for this application.

3.1.1. Assertive Speech Act105

Utterance states a true fact about some state of the world pertaining to the

context of the conversation and all involved participants commit to its veracity.
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3.1.2. Directive Speech Act

Utterance serves as a request, command, advice, or instruction.

3.1.3. Commissive Speech Act110

Utterance serves as a commitment or promise to a future course of action that

will change the state of the world pertaining to the context of the conversation

and all other participants commit to it’s veracity.

3.1.4. Expressive Speech Act

Utterance expresses some emotion or attitude about the context of the con-115

versetion.

3.1.5. Declarative Speech Act

Utterance causes the state of the world to change, with full implicit or explicit

acknowledgement of the participants.

3.1.6. Goal-Fulfillment Speech Act120

Utterance causes the state of the conversation to reach a conclusion, when

all the issues raised in the conversation have been resolved and acknowledged

by the participants of the conversation.

The speech act is selected using a bag-of-words based latent semantic ap-

proach (Section 4.2.)125

Figure 2: The Topics Hash Table is a collection of contexts modeled by goal-fulfillment maps

and identified by a two-valued hash key: the topic and the type of conversations.
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A Topics Hash Table (Figure 2.) organizes the set of topics within the scope

of the conversation using a two-valued hash key. One hash key is the topic.

We have modeled conversations pertaining to 9 topics under 3 broad umbrellas:

Accounts (Login, Configuration, Open), Balance (Margins, Transfers, Portfo-

lio), and Transactions (Commissions, Orders, Processing). The relevant topic130

is selected using a bag-of-words latent semantic approach described in section

4.2. The second hash key identifies the specific context within the topic, cor-

responding to 4 distinct conversations types as described in section 3.2. These

contexts within the topics are modeled using goal-fulfillment maps.

Goal-fulfillment maps are based on the conversational semantic framework135

introduced by O’Shea (O’Shea et al., 2008, 2009b,a, 2010). They are data

structures that seek responses to specific queries (or sub-contexts), which require

specific responses in order to make the conversation progress towards a goal.

While engaging in a dialogue with the user, the chatter bot captures specific

pieces of information from the conversation to progress along the network of140

contexts described by the goal-fulfillment map (Chakrabarti and Luger, 2012).

A context, uniquely identified by the topic and the type of conversation, is

implemented as a list of goal-fulfillment maps.

In the example in Figure 3, where a chatter bot advises a customer of an elec-

tronic trading website about login issues, the contexts along the goal-fulfillment145

map expresses specific queries, which require specific answers in order for pro-

gression to be made along the designated route. Dialogue will traverse the

goal-fulfillment map in a progression starting with the base context named Ini-

tialize. It is possible to revert to a previously visited context in the case of a

misinterpreted line of input. The user can alert the chatter bot that there has150

been a misunderstanding. For example in following context, Non Payment aims

to elicit the reason for non-payment of the margin fees; Can Cover identifies

that the customer does have enough margin and thus goal-fulfillment is achieved;

Cannot Cover aims to elicit why the customer doesn’t have sufficient margin;

Customer Status identifies the status of the customer, and keeps following the155

map until goal-fulfillment is achieved.
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Figure 3: A Goal Fulfillment Map encodes the sequence of questions to be asked, whose

responses will enable fulfill a specific goal during the conversation.

Figure 4: Goal-fulfillment map of the procedure to process transactions.

Figure 4 describes a goal-fulfillment map modeling the procedure to process

transactions. It consists of several possible flows of conversations depending
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Figure 5: Goal-fulfillment map of the procedure to verify if all the conditions of a buy or sell

order have been met.
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on the responses obtained and several possible goals can be fulfilled. Similarly,

Figure 5 shows a goal-fulfillment map modeling the procedure to verify if all the160

conditions of a buy or sell order have been met. Again, depending on the specific

responses obtained the conversation can proceed in several possible directions.

3.2. Pragmatic Semantics Modelling

The conversation engine models the pragmatics semantics of the conversa-

tion. We model the pragmatic semantics of the conversation using a probabilis-165

tic finite state automaton (FSA), where states represent semantic states of the

conversation, transitions represent the speech act associated with the customer

utterances, accepting states are the satisfaction and conclusion states, and non-

accepting states are the dissatisfaction states. We have modeled 4 distinct types

of conversations using 4 corresponding FSAs: Procedural, Informational, Trou-170

bleshooting, and Dispute-Resolution.

The conversations states have been manually identified from the corpus and

the transition probabilities are learned from the corpus. The FSAs are conver-

sational grammars, which define the production rules for the particular type of

conversation. This is distinct from regular language grammars that generate in-175

dividual sentences. The underlying mechanism to generate individual sentences

is abstracted out, i.e., it is assumed to exist, and the conversational grammars

are built on top of it.

3.2.1. Procedural Conversation

(Figure 6.) guides the user through a series of steps to achieve some ob-180

jective, e.g., change password. Conversation begins in the Start state. Small

talk like exchange of names and pleasantries happens in the Greeting state.

In the Advisory state, the user is instructed though a series of steps to be fol-

lowed. Since this is essentially changing the state of the world through actions,

utterances of the Assertive speech act keeps the conversation in the same state.185

Satisfaction state indicates that the procedure has been completed as verified

by utterances of the Expressive speech act. An Assertive speech act can take
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Figure 6: The probabilistic FSA for Procedural Conversations.

it back to the Advisory state. Dissatisfaction is a dead-end state when the

conversation has gone beyond programmatic limits. This indicates conversation

failure. Conclusion state indicates the end of the conversation process when190

the last goal-fulfillment task as indicated by the corresponding Topic Hash Table

has been achieved.

Figure 7: The probabilistic FSA for Informational Conversations.
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3.2.2. Informational Conversation

(Figure 7.) provides the user with a set of facts, e.g., cost of a plan. The

Start, Greeting, Satisfaction, Dissatisfaction, and Conclusion states are195

the same as described before. In the Elicitation state, truths or facts about

the state of the world are uttered from the relevant situational context encoded

by the correspond goal-fulfillment map in the Topic Hash Table. Utterances of

both Assertive and Expressive speech acts keep the conversation in this state.

This state is left only when Goal-Fulfillment is achieved as indicated by the200

corresponding map in the Topic Hash Table.

Notice the difference between a procedural and informational conversation.

In the former, utterances of Expressive speech act cause the conversation to

leave the Advisory state. In the latter, utterances of the Expressive speech act

cause the conversation to remain in the Elicitation state. This is an important205

consideration for the underlying conversation semantics since this means the

two types of conversations are generated by different conversational grammars.

Figure 8: The probabilistic FSA for Troubleshooting Conversations.
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3.2.3. Troubleshooting Conversation

(Figure 8) solves a user problem by understanding the nature of the problem

and then taking steps to overcome it or seeking more information about it, e.g.,210

transactions not being shown in account. The Start, Greeting, Elicitation,

Dissatisfaction, and Conclusion states are the same as described before. The

Troubleshooting state tells the user to take steps to change the state of the

world in an attempt to resolve the problem as defined by the corresponding

goal-fulfillment map in the Topic Hash Table. Note that alternative utterances215

of the Declarative and Expressive speech acts take the conversation back and

forth between the Troubleshooting and Fixed state. Any other speech act

utterance will likely take the conversation to the Dissatisfaction state. The

Fixed state indicates that the problem issues has been partially or completely

resolved. A partial fix would trigger an Expressive speech act utterance from the220

customer taking the conversation back to the Troubleshooting state. Only a

Goal-fulfillment speech act as indicated by the goal-fulfillment map in the cor-

responding Topic Hash Table takes the conversation to the Conclusion state.

Figure 9: The probabilistic FSA for Dispute Resolution conversations.
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3.2.4. Dispute-Resolution Conversation

(Figure 9) resolves a disagreement with user, e.g., incorrect commission being225

charged. The Start, Greeting, Dissatisfaction, and Conclusion states are

the same as described before. The Dispute state tells the user to take steps to

change some truth about the state of the world, or empathize or criticize some

aspect of the customer situation or statement as defined by the corresponding

goal-fulfillment map in the Topic Hash Table. An assertive statement is likely230

to send the conversation to the Dissatisfaction state, since it will indicate

escalation of the dispute, possible irrevocably. The Resolution state indicates

the problem has been partially or completely fixed. A partial fix would trigger

a Declarative speech act utterance taking the conversation back to the Dispute

state. A Goal-fulfillment speech act as indicated by the goal-fulfillment map in235

the corresponding Topic Hash Table takes the conversation to the Conclusion

state.

A dispute resolution conversation differs from a troubleshooting conversa-

tion because the former doesn’t have a corresponding Elicitation state. Hence,

a conversation resembling an argument is handled differently compared to a240

conversation seeking to solve problems.

Figure 10: The Conversation Planner consists of the transition matrix lookup table, the state

tracker, the likeliness score variable, and the conversation solutions in the workspace.
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A conversation planner serves as the workspace for the conversation gener-

ation (Figure 10.). It decides which transition to perform in the probabilistic

FSA, maintains the likeliness score for each type of conversation, and a counter

to keep track of the state for the conversation. It maintains 4 simultaneous245

solutions corresponding to the 4 conversations types. With each utterance in

the conversation, each conversation solution is updated. When a solution be-

comes highly likely as indicated by a heuristic score described below, it is main-

tained and all others removed from the workspace. Conversely, when a solution

becomes highly unlikely according the heuristic score described below, it is re-250

moved from the workspace. Ocassionally all solutions have their heuristic scores

fall below the pre-defined threshold and are dropped from the workspace leading

to conversation failure. The conversation planner has access to a lookup table of

transition probabilities for the 4 probabilistic FSA. The probability values are

learned from the corpus. The lookup table indicates which transition to make255

for each automata. For each conversation solution active in the workspace, a

separate tracker is maintained to indicate the current state of the conversation

according to that solution. There can be 0 (conversation failure) to 4 state

trackers present simultaneously.

For each solution, a likeliness score is maintained indicating how likely it is260

that this solution is the right one for the specific conversation being generated.

The score is an integer variable initialized to 0. When the conversation follows

the most likely path indicated by the FSA corresponding to the variable, it is

incremented by 3. Since initially all conversations have the Greeting stage that

involves small talk, each likeliness score variable is increased by 3 for every pro-265

gression of conversation state. When the next progression does not agree with

the one indicated by the FSA, the score is decreased by 1. Scores that fall below

0 are dropped from the workspace, since that indicates that the conversation

has drifted sufficiently from the path suggested by the corresponding FSA and

hence that solution is unlikely. When a score becomes an nth multiple of the next270

highest score, for n > 8, where n indicates the number of turns of utterances,

then all other solutions are dropped from the workspace. This is an indication
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that one of the solutions is overwhelmingly likely as compared to the others and

should be the only one considered. We selected the value of n and the heuristic

values 0 and 3 by trial and error, and repeated tweaking. Such a solution was275

implemented because there is some evidence that human beings process conver-

sations in this way (Changeux, 1998; Craig and Tracy, 1983). Literature from

linguistic neurobiology suggests that human beings maintain several alternative

solutions while processing conversations (Clarke, 1983; Winograd and Flores,

1986)280

4. Learning Model Parameters

We learn the topics and the speech acts from the corpus described in section

2.

4.1. Topics and goal-fulfillment maps

We manually tagged each conversation in the corpus with one of the 4 con-285

versation types. For each of the 9 topics, specific contexts and the corresponding

conversation types were manually identified. These included: Steps to recover

a forgotten password. (Procedural, Troubleshooting), Steps to deactivate an

account. (Procedural, Troubleshooting), Steps to reactivate a closed account.

(Procedural, Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution), Steps to configure a new ac-290

count for daily margin trading mode .(Procedural, Troubleshooting), Steps to

configure a new account for regular margin trading mode. (Procedural, Trou-

bleshooting), Steps to change instrument configuration for an existing account.

(Procedural), Steps to access list of past transactions that were already exe-

cuted. (Procedural, Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution), Steps to Increase the295

trading margin in the account. (Procedural, Troubleshooting, Dispute resolu-

tion), Conditions for account to show a lower trading margin than expected.

(Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution), Conditions for fund transfers to show up

in trading margin. (Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution), Steps for adding op-

tions to a portfolio. (Procedural, Troubleshooting), Steps for removing options300
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from a portfolio. (Procedural), Rules for determining how much commissions

should be charged for a transaction. (Informational, Troubleshooting, Dispute

resolution), Conditions under which a higher commission can be charged. (Trou-

bleshooting, Dispute resolution), Rules for placing orders. (Dispute resolution),

Conditions for execution of orders already placed. (Troubleshooting, Dispute305

resolution), Steps for canceling orders already placed. (Dispute resolution),

Rules for the margin to reflect the results of sell orders, i.e., how long it takes

for the amount to be added to the margin after the sell order has been processed,

(Informational, Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution), Rules for maintaining suf-

ficient margin to execute buy orders. (Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution),310

and Steps to verify the details of the orders like number of units, date, or total

amount. (Informational, Troubleshooting, Dispute resolution). By referring to

the actual human conversations in these contexts from the corpus, the specific

domain knowledge for the contexts was manually obtained, i.e., the access pro-

tocols for logins, the specific number of days required to update margin after315

transaction, the specific dollar amount for commissions charged, etc. Then the

goal-fulfillment maps for all combination of contexts and conversation types

were manually created and encoded in the Topic Hash Table.

4.2. Speech Acts

We used a bag-of-words based latent-semantic algorithm to tag each utter-320

ance in each conversation in the corpus with a speech act. In addition to the

standard bag-of-words list defined in lexical taxonomy of speech and dialogue

acts (Moldovan et al., 2011) we also added the following words:

1. Assertives {”good”, ”bad”, ”incorrect”, ”lower”, ”higher”, ”best”, ”worst”,

”invalid”, ”correct”, ”incorrect”, ”wrong”, ”right”, ”unable”, ”able”}325

2. Directives {”close account”, ”change mode”, ”configure account”, ”change

margin”, ”change portfolio”, ”change option”}

3. Commissives {”will cancel account”, ”will reactivate account”, ”will deacti-

vate account”, ”orders will be reinstated”, ”margin will be restored”, ”commis-
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sions will be removed”}330

4. Expressives {”glad”, ”happy”, ”upset”, ”unhappy”, ”unacceptable, ”accept-

able” }

5. Declaratives {”account closed”, , ”account reactivated”, ”account deacti-

vated”, ”configuration changed”, ”orders cancelled”, ”orders reinstated”, ”mar-

gin restored”}335

For the goal-fulfillment speech act, the bag-of-words {”thanks”, ”thank you”,

”resolved”, ”nothing else”, ”that’s all”, ”I am good” } was used to tag the

utterances.

4.3. Topics

We used a bag-of-words based latent-semantic algorithm to tag each con-340

versation in the corpus with one of 9 topics. The following bag-of-words was

used.

1. Login { ”Login”, ”Password”}

2. Configuration {”Configuration”, ”Upgrade”, ”Daily”, ”Regular” }

3. Access {”Access” }345

4. Margins {”Margins”, ”Balance” }

5. Transfers {”Transfers”, ”Allocation” }

6. Portfolio {”Portfolio”, ”Commodity”, ”Equity”, ”Trade” }

7. Commissions: {”Commissions”, ”Charge”, ”Cost” }

8. Orders {”Orders”, ”Buy”, ”Sell” }350

9. Processing {”Processing”, ”Reinstate”, ”Cancel”, ”Execute” }
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5. Artificial Conversation Generation

We generate the conversation by interacting with the chatter bot architecture

via a standard terminal. We play the role of the customer of the online electronic

trading website one of the issues mentioned in section 4.1. and typing it out on355

the standard terminal. The chat interface performs pre-processing of the input,

like autocorrecting for spelling and grammar, and stemming(Porter, 1980).

The knowledge engine uses the stems as input for the latent semantic algo-

rithm to select the topic and the speech act. The conversation engine initially

maintains solutions for all 4 types of conversation. The specific goal-fulfillment360

map is picked out of the Topic Hash Table using the conversation context and

the topic as the keys. The goal-fulfillment makes the bot make an utterance

eliciting specific responses.

The response of the bot is output to the standard terminal through the

chat interface. As the conversation progresses through utterance exchanges, the365

states are advanced in the FSAa corresponding to the conversation solutions

in the workspace. Eventually, either the conversation fails due to all solutions

being dropped from the workspace, or a Dissastisfaction state reached in FSAs

of active solutions, or the conversation successfully concludes when a single

active solution remains in the workspace and an accepting Conclusion state is370

reached in the corresponding FSA.

5.1. Anatomy of a conversation

We show an example of how a conversation is generated through a single

utterance exchange pair. The conversation starts with a human making a com-

ment (Chakrabarti and Luger, 2014).375

Customer : I would like to open a new account for day trading.

What are my options?

The chat interface identifies the stems: ”account”, ”day trade”, ”open”,380

and ”options”. The knowledge engine uses latent semantic analysis to deter-
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mine that the type of speech act is Expressive, since the bag-of-words included

”would” and ”like” and that the topic is Open since the bag-of-words included

”new”, ”account”, and ”open”. In the conversation engine, initially all four pos-

sible solutions are maintained. A counter is initialized to maintain the current385

state of the conversation in each solution. The appropriate goal-fulfillment map

is then pulled out using the topic key and context key. The map encodes the

steps for opening a new account. The first step in the map makes the bot make

the following utterance.

390

Chatter Bot : Do you have an existing trading account or would you like

to open a new one?

This process is repeated until the end of the conversation is indicated by

the conversation planner counter being in an accepting state (Chakrabarti and395

Luger, 2014).

6. Evaluation of Artificial Conversations

How do we differentiate between a satisfactory and unsatisfactory conver-

sation? It is important to have a standard, consistent metric to measure the

quality of artificial conversations as a means for comparison between different400

approaches, and a benchmark for seeking improvement. In this paper, we define

some metrics to evaluate artificial conversations.

We then demonstrate how these metrics can be used to evaluate artificial

conversations from the customer service domain. For testing, we had access to

a corpus of actual human conversations between a customer and a customer ser-405

vice agent working for an online electronic trading company. We also had access

to a set of 48 artificial conversations generated by a semantically aware conver-

sation bot in the same domain that was trained using conversation modeling

parameters learned from the corpus
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6.1. Theory of Pragmatics410

Pragmatics is a subfield of linguistics which studies the ways in which context

contributes to meaning. Pragmatics encompasses speech act theory, conversa-

tional implicature, talk in interaction and other approaches to language behavior

in philosophy, sociology, and linguistics (Mey, 2001). It studies how the trans-

mission of meaning depends not only on the linguistic knowledge (for example,415

grammar, lexicon, etc.) of the speaker and listener, but also on the context of

the utterance, knowledge about the status of those involved, and the inferred

intent of the speaker. In this respect, pragmatics explains how language users

are able to overcome apparent ambiguity, since meaning relies on the manner,

place, time, etc. of an utterance.420

Pragmatics is a systematic way of explaining language use in context. It

seeks to explain aspects of meaning which cannot be found in the plain sense

of words or structures, as explained by semantics. As a field of language study,

pragmatics is fairly new. Its origins lie in philosophy of language and the Ameri-

can philosophical school of pragmatism. As a discipline within language science,425

its roots lie in the work of Paul Grice on conversational implicature and the co-

operative principles (Grice, 1957, 1975, 1989; Mey, 2001).

The cooperative principle describes how people interact with one another.

As phrased by Grice, who introduced it, ”Make your contribution such as it is

required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of430

the talk exchange in which you are engaged.” Though phrased as a prescriptive

command, the principle is intended as a description of how people normally

behave in conversation.

6.2. Grice’s Maxims

The cooperative principle can be divided into four maxims, called the Gricean435

maxims, describing specific rational principles observed by people who obey the

cooperative principle that enable effective communication. Grice proposed four

conversational maxims that arise from the pragmatics of natural language. The
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Gricean Maxims are a way to explain the link between utterances and what is

understood from them (Grice, 1957, 1975, 1989).440

Grice proposes that in ordinary conversation, speakers and hearers share

a cooperative principle. Speakers shape their utterances to be understood by

hearers. Grice analyzes cooperation as involving four maxims: quantity, qual-

ity, relation, and manner. Speakers give enough and not too much information

(quantity maxim). They are genuine and sincere, speaking ”truth” or facts445

(quality maxim). Utterances are relative to the context of the speech (rela-

tion maxim). Speakers try to present meaning clearly and concisely, avoiding

ambiguity (manner maxim).

Grice’s cooperative principles are a set of norms expected in conversation.

Grice’s maxims of cooperation can also be interpreted in conversations as fol-450

lows:

* quality: speaker tells the truth or provable by adequate evidence

* quanity: speaker is as informative as required

* relation: response is relevant to topic of discussion

* manner: speaker’s avoids ambiguity or obscurity, is direct and straight-455

forward

Saygin et al. (Saygin and Ciceklib, 2002) demonstrated that evaluating

chatter bots using Grice’s cooperative maxims is an effective way to compare

chatter bots competing for the Loebner prize. The maxims provide a scoring

matrix, against which each artificial conversations can be graded for a specific460

criterion. Thus this is a good potential starting point for evaluating the artificial

conversations.

6.3. Situation Specific Conversations

In customer service situations, a customer has a conversation with a chatter

bot via text chat, describes some issue, or seeks some information or guidance,465

and the chatter bot helps resolve it. The issue is usually complicated enough
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that it can’t be resolved in a single utterance-response exchange. Typically,

the conversation will have to go through a few utterance-response exchanges to

fully address the issue. Then a few more utterance-response exchanges may be

required to carry out the task of resolving the issue.470

In order to comprehend a specific issue, the chatter bot must often ask a set

of follow up questions. The specific question would be completely dependent

on the situational context in the domain. But for a well-defined context, the

number of such followup questions will be fixed. For e.g., if the issue being

discussed by the customer has to do with incorrect allocation of margins in a475

financial account, then to fully comprehend the issue, the chatter bot needs to

know if the account is a saving account or a trading account, what is the specific

configuration of the account, is the account set up for day trading or regular

trading, and what is the minimum margin required by the account. Hence, a

good artificial conversation would be one in which the chatter bot ask all or480

most of these followup questions.

Similarly, in helping the customer resolve an issue, the chatter bot might

have to lead the customer through a series of steps. For example, to change the

configuration of the account, the customer might have to change the login pass-

word, the transaction password, change allocations, change trading frequencies,485

or reassign balances to margins. In a good artificial conversation, the chatter

bot should ask the customer to perform all these steps in some order. Hence

the fraction of follow up questions asked by the chatter bot is an important

evaluation metric.

The ultimate function of a customer service chatter bot is to help the cus-490

tomer resolve some issues. These issues could be simply providing information,

guiding the customer through some pre-defined procedure like closing an ac-

count, troubleshoot some problems or issues and resolve it, or resolve some

dispute or argument or difference of opinion with the customer. In each of these

tasks, the ultimate goal is to successfully resolve some issue. Thus, one impor-495

tant evaluation criteria could be how many times the chatter bot is actually

able to successfully resolve an issue. Also, since it was emphasized that seman-
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tically aware chatter bots can got beyond single utterance-response exchange

pairs, it follows that scoring the number of utterance-exchange pairs over which

the artificial conversation can maintain coherence is an important evaluation500

metric.

6.4. Objective and Subjective Metrics

We show how Grice’s Maxims can be used to evaluate artificial conversations.

For example, consider a situation where an insurance company offers Home In-

surance for USD 1,000 per month, Car Insurance for USD 100 per month, and505

Combined Home and Car Insurance for USD1,020 per month. Here is how the

following bits of conversation between a human customer and a chatter bot

agent would be evaluated according to the above Gricean Maxims.

6.4.1. Quality Maxim.510

Human : How much does the Car Insurance cost?

Agent: The Car Insurance costs USD 80 per month.

Quality Maxim is not satisfied since agent’s response is not factually true.515

Human : How much does the Car Insurance cost?

Agent: The Car Insurance costs USD 100 per month.

520

Quality Maxim is satisfied since agent’s response is factually true.

6.4.2. Quantity Maxim.

Human : How much does the Combined Car and Home Insurance cost?

525
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Agent: We offer 3 types of insurance plans. If you buy only Home Insurance,

it costs USD 1,000 per month and if you buy only Car Insurance, it

costs USD 100 per month. But if you buy Combined Insurance you can

save money since it costs USD 1,020 per month.

530

Quantity Maxim is not satisfied since agent’s response is very superfluous and

verbose.

Human : How much does the Car Insurance cost?

535

Agent : The Car Insurance costs USD 100 per month.

Quantity Maxim is satisfied since agent’s response is just right, neither too ver-

bose, nor too laconic.

540

6.4.3. Relation Maxim.

Human : How much does Home Insurance cost?

Agent: Our insurance plans are a great deal. Repairing your house

after storm damage would cost you more than USD 30,000. But with545

our insurance all repairs will be covered. Our plans are ranked highest

in the state for customer satisfaction.

Relation Maxim is not satisfied since agent’s response is irrelevant to the con-

versation.550

Human : How much does the Home Insurance cost?

Agent : The Home Insurance costs USD 1,000 per month.

555
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Relation Maxim is satisfied since agent’s response is relevant and to the point.

6.4.4. Manner Maxim.

Human : Is it cheaper to buy Car and Home Insurance together or separately?

560

Agent : You could save money with either option. Both our Car

Insurance and Home Insurance are cheap. The combined Insurance plan

is also cheap.

Manner is unsatisfactory since agent’s response is ambiguous and not clear.565

Human : Is it cheaper to buy Car and Home Insurance together or separately?

Agent: It is cheaper to buy the Car and Home Insurance together.

570

Manner is satisfactory since agent’s response is clear and straightforward.

An examination of the maxims will make it clear that while the Quantity

Maxim is an objective criterion, since it can be verified directly from the back-

ground knowledge as encoded in the Knowledge Engine, the Quality Maxim,575

Relation Maxim, and Manner Maxim are inherently subjective criteria, and

cannot be directly evaluated from either the encoded domain knowledge in the

Knowledge Engine, or from everything that has been designed so far. This is

an important consideration for designing the evaluation methodology.

Several domain specific criteria were also discussed in Section 3. for specifi-580

cally evaluating customer service conversations. These are described below.

6.4.5. Percentage of Followup Questions:

Each context in a customer service situation has several followup questions

that need to be asked to develop a complete perception of the context. In a
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good conversation, all the available followup questions need to be asked. As an585

example of application of these domain-specific evaluation criteria, consider the

same context and the following conversations between a human customer and a

chatter bot agent.

Human : I would like to open a new trading account? Which plan is590

the most suitable for me

Agent: Would you like to link to an existing margin account or open

a

separate account?595

Human : I would like to link to my existing margin account

Agent: What is the minimum margin you want for your account?

600

Human : I want a minimum margin of atleast USD 5,000

Agent: Then Saver Plan A is the best for your needs.

Assume that the domain specifies the following followup questions for this605

specific situation.

1. Whether the trading account will link to an existing account or be indepen-

dent. This information is required to set up the margin allocation.

2. The minimum amount of margin the customer wants to trade with. This

information is required to set up the transaction channels.610

3. The frequency with which the customer wants to trade. This information is

required to set up the commission structure.

We see that the chatter bot has asked 2 out of 3 followup question to the
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situational context for a score of 66%.

615

6.4.6. Percentage of Successful Resolutions:

The purpose of the chatter bot in this particular domain is to ultimately

solve customer problems. Hence, the success ratio achieved by the chatter bot

in solving customer issues is an important metric. This score will be calculated

over series of several conversations in the domain of an electronic trading ac-620

count website.

Number of successful conversations
Total number of conversations

6.4.7. Number of Coherent Conversation Turns:

In Section. 1, it was shown that semantically aware conversation bots can625

go beyond a single utterance-response exchange and hold short conversations

where the context is maintained across several such pairs. Hence, an important

metric is to determine the number of utterance-exchange pairs over which the

chatter bot is coherent.

Human : My account is inactive. I am unable to perform any630

transactions

Agent: What is your account number?

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 1 ——635

Human : It is CT193830.

Agent: What is your mothers maiden name?

640

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 2 ——
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Human : Jones.

Agent: Which city were you born in?645

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 3 ——

Human : Los Angeles.

650

Agent: Would you like to reactivate the account or close it?

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 4 ——

Human : Why did my account become inactive?655

Agent: Would you like to reactivate the account or close it?

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 5 ——

660

Human : I would like to reactivate my account.

Agent: Your account has now been reactivated

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 6 ——665

Human : Why did my account become inactive?

Agent: Your account is active.

670

—— Utterance-Exchange Pair 7 ——

An examination of the conversation shows that the conversation goes ”off
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the rails” from Utterance-Exchange Pair 4. Since one of the primary goals of

this research is to increase the number of utterance-exchange pair over which the675

chatter bot can hold a conversation, this is an important evaluation criterion.

Thus, seven distinct metrics have been identified for evaluating the per-

formance of the chatter bot. Out these metrics, four of them, Grice’s Quality

Maxim, Percentage of Followup Questions, Percentage of Successful Resolutions,

and Number of Coherent Conversation Turns can be judges in an objective fash-680

ion, since they can be measured or verified simply by examining the conversation

transcript, or looked up from the domain knowledge.

The other 3 metrics, Grice’s Quantity, Relation, and Manner Maxims cannot

be evaluated objectively. They require subjective evaluations. Hence, there

needs to be a principled experimental methodology that can combine these685

evaluation criteria in an scientifically precise and rigorous manner.

7. Experimental Setup

We selected 16 natural conversations from the corpus described in Section

1., and we had a set of 48 artificial conversations generated by a semantically

aware chatter bot (Chakrabarti and Luger, 2013). The set of 64 conversations690

were then divided into 8 different subsets. Each subset consisted of 2 natural

conversations and 6 artificial conversations. The transcripts of these conver-

sations can be found here www.cs.unm.edu/~cc/artificial_conversations/

transcripts/

We selected a panel of human judges consisting of 48 freshman students in695

an introductory Computer Science class for non-majors. Each judge was given a

subset of the conversations, asked to read the conversation transcripts, and then

grade each conversation on a 0-5 Likert scale if they agreed that the conversation

satisfied the Quantity, Manner, and Relation maxims, with 0 being the worst

score, and 5 being the best score. The judges weren’t told which conversations700

were natural and artificial. Thus each conversation, natural and artificial, was

graded by 6 judges.
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8. Results and Discussion

The grades from the entire panel of judges for all the subsets of conversation

transcripts were collected. Simple statistical analysis was performed on them.705

As mentioned in the Section 5., there were 8 distinct subsets of conversations.

Each subset had 2 natural conversations and 6 artificial conversation and the

judges weren’t told which was which.

The raw score given by each judge was on a 0 to 5 continuous Likert scale.

The scores for the natural conversations given by each judge was used to nor-710

malize that judges’ score for the artificial conversations for each maxim. For

example, if a judge assigned scores of 4.3 and 4.1 for the Manner Maxim for

the 2 natural conversations, then the average natural score for this judge would

be 4.2 for the Manner Maxim. Now, if this judge assigned scores of 3.8, 3.9,

3.7, 4.1, 4.0, and 3.6 for the Manner Maxim for all the artificial conversations,715

then these scores would be normalized by the average score for the natural con-

versations. Thus the scores for this judge for the artificial conversations would

be 0.90, 0.93, 0.88, 0.98, 0.95, and 0.86 respectively. Similarly, the normalized

scores for the artificial conversation given by all 6 judges would be calculated.

The average of these 6 normalized scores would be the final score of the artificial720

conversation for the Manner Maxim. Similarly, the average normalized scores

would be calculated for the Relation Maxim and Quantity Maxim.

The scores for the objective metrics, Quality Maxim, Percentage of Follow

up, and Number of Coherent Turns were calculated by us. Table 1. shows the

summary statistics of all these scores.725

Table 1: Summary statistics for all the quantifiable metrics.

Metric Avg. St. Dev. T-test Significant?

Quality 0.80 0.18 p < 0.0001 extremely

Quantity 1.05 0.13 p < 0.05 yes

Relation 0.85 0.10 p < 0.0001 extremely

Manner 0.85 0.12 p < 0.0001 extremely

% Follow Up 0.86 0.21 p < 0.0001 extremely

# Turns 5.88 1.12 NA NA
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The averaged normalized scores for artificial conversations for the Manner

Maxim and Relation Maxim were lower than 1.00. This means that the judges

graded the natural conversations higher than the artificial conversations on these

criteria. This means, according to them, the human does better than the bot

for these criteria. The average score across all artificial conversations for the730

Quantity Maxim, Manner Maxim, and Relation Maxim are 1.05, 0.85, and

0.85 respectively. For statistical significance, the one-sample Student’s t-test is

calculated. It turns out that the difference between the natural and the artificial

conversations is statistically significant for the Quantity, Manner, and Relation

Maxims.735

Interestingly, the artificial conversations received a higher grading from the

judges for the Quantity Maxim. This would mean that according to the panel

of judges the chatter bot does better than a human on the Quantity Maxim.

The average number of coherent turns of utterance-exchange pairs across

all artificial conversations is 5.88. The chatter bot follows up correctly around740

86% of the time. For the human generated natural conversations, this figure is

assumed to be 100%. According to the one-sampled Student’s t-test, the differ-

ence between the natural and artificial conversations is statistically significant

for the follow up percentage.

Overall, 42 out of the 48 conversations were successful in resolving the cus-745

tomer issue for a success rate of 87.5%. It is interesting to observe how the

scores for each of the evaluation criteria correlate with the success of the artifi-

cial conversation in resolving issues. Figure 1. shows the relationship between

the Quality Maxim and the success of the 48 artificial conversations. The figure

indicates that success is highly correlated with the Quality Maxim.750

Figure 2. shows that the correlation between the success of the artificial

conversation and the Quantity Maxim is fairly low. There are some unsuccessful

conversations that have a score higher than 1, i.e, the judges felt that the chatter

bot did better than a human, for the Quantity Maxim.

Figure 3. shows that success is fairly correlated with the Relationship755

Maxim. Figure 7.4 shows that success is highly correlated with the Manner
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Figure 11: Relationship between successful and unsuccessful resolutions in the artificial con-

versations and the average normalized score for the Quality Maxim. The x-axis shows each

of the 48 artificial conversations, and the y-axis shows the average normalized score. Blue

indicates a successful resolution and red indicates an unsuccessful resolution.

Figure 12: Relationship between successful and unsuccessful resolutions in the artificial con-

versations and the averaged normalized score for the Quantity Maxim. The x-axis shows each

of the 48 artificial conversations, and the y-axis shows the average normalized score. The

black horizontal line indicates the score for the human generated natural conversations, that

is by definition 1.00. Blue indicates a successful resolution and red indicates an unsuccessful

resolution.
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Figure 13: Relationship between successful and unsuccessful resolutions in the artificial con-

versations and the averaged normalized score for the Relation Maxim. The x-axis shows each

of the 48 artificial conversations, and the y-axis shows the average normalized score. The

black horizontal line indicates the score for the human generated natural conversations, that

is by definition 1.00. Blue indicates a successful resolution and red indicates an unsuccessful

resolution.

maxim.

Interestingly, Figure 5. indicates that success is almost perfectly correlated

with the follow up percentage, i.e., the number of follow up sub-contexts in

the artificial conversation that the chatter bot can correctly address, calculated760

across all contexts int he conversation.

Figure 6. also shows that success is highly correlated with the number of

coherent turns. An artificial conversation with higher number of coherent turns

is more likely to successfully resolve the issue.

9. Conclusions765

Our chatter bot was able to overcome the limitations described in section

1. It was able to go beyond simple utterance-exchange type conversations like

question-answer sessions and hold a short conversation where the context was

maintained throughout the conversation. This enabled it to perform reasonably
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Figure 14: Relationship between successful and unsuccessful resolutions in the artificial con-

versations and the averaged normalized score for the Manner Maxim. The x-axis shows each

of the 48 artificial conversations, and the y-axis shows the average normalized score. The

black horizontal line indicates the score for the human generated natural conversations, that

is by definition 1.00. Blue indicates a successful resolution and red indicates an unsuccessful

resolution.

Figure 15: Relationship between successful and unsuccessful resolutions in the artificial conver-

sations and the follow up percentage. The x-axis shows each of the 48 artificial conversations,

and the y-axis shows the average normalized score. Blue indicates a successful resolution and

red indicates an unsuccessful resolution.
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Figure 16: Relationship between successful and unsuccessful resolutions in the artificial con-

versations and the number of coherent turns.. The x-axis shows each of the 48 artificial

conversations, and the y-axis shows the average normalized score. Blue indicates a successful

resolution and red indicates an unsuccessful resolution.

effectively in customer service conversations, and handle commonly occurring770

situations in this domain.

We demonstrated an effective method to combine content semantics and

pragmatic semantics. A good conversations depends on both semantically rel-

evant underlying process, as well as being grounded in a set of facts from a

knowledge base. Several approaches in literature focus on either building ro-775

bust principled knowledge representation techniques for conversations or devel-

oping new semantic modeling techniques for conversations. This is the first

approach that combines content semantics in the form of a knowledge engine

and pragmatic semantics in the form a conversation engine to generate high

quality artificial conversations.780

A specific set of evaluation criteria was defined for evaluating artificial con-

versations. A technique to use natural conversations to benchmark the quality of

artificial conversations was also demonstrated. The evaluation criteria included

both objective and subjective metrics, and were applicable to both general-

purpose conversations and purpose-driven domain specific and context specific785
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situational conversations. Domain specific situational evaluation metrics were

defined suitable for customer service conversations. Natural conversations from

the corpus were used as a benchmark to compare the performance of the chatter

bot in generating artificial conversations.

Conversation theory and the theory of pragmatics have been well established790

scientific fields for several decades. It follows that since the our goal is to

enable chatter bots to generate more human-like conversations, using the same

criteria that has been used to evaluate human conversations by psycholinguists,

pragmaticists, and conversation theorists is appropriate for evaluating artificial

conversations as well. These criteria are grounded in the scientific literature795

used to evaluate natural conversations by humans.

A key take away is that the Quantity Maxim was be perceived to be less

important as compared to the Quality, Relation, and Manner Maxims by a

panel of judges. Increasing the fraction of follow up questions addressed and

the number of coherent turns in the artificial conversation is important for800

successful resolutions. This should be a key consideration of bot design.

Since the evaluation methodology involved several subjective metrics, judges

were needed to grade the quality of the artificial conversations against these

metrics. This introduced statistical noise and biases in the evaluation. Although

steps were taken to eliminate these biases, this was limited by the small number805

of judges. Also, the process of grading by human judges introduced a feedback

lag in the iterative research process. An automated evaluation mechanism that

relies on a set of objective metrics could be an important future direction.

Possible future directions include modeling more conversation types, model-

ing conversation repair to handle failed conversations, and modeling conversa-810

tions with more than one context.
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